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What a family! Simple and complex, traditional and modern, religious and rational, money-minded and money-renouncing, Indian
and international, fiercely individualistic and inspiringly loyal' -P. Lal In a life spanning nine decades Krishna Kumar Birla, son of
the legendary Ghanshyam Das Birla, witnessed events that shaped India in the twentieth century and had close associations with
iconic figures like Mahatma Gandhi, Madan Mohan Malviya, Jayaprakash Narayan, Jawaharlal Nehru and Indira Gandhi. Head of
one of India’s leading business houses, K.K. Birla embraced principles in which the creation of wealth, philanthropy and political
leadership were all regarded as part of nation-building. Written in a style that is simple and translucent in its sincerity, Brushes with
History brings alive an important era in the life of the nation, its changing social mores, evolving principles of corporate governance
and enduring family values In an affectionate and moving tribute, K.K. Birla’s daughter, Shobhana Bhartia, acquaints readers with
her father’s spiritual strength and moral values which were an integral part of his life.
Gujarat RERA (GujRERA) Manual is an attempt to understand the nuances of the Real Estate (Regulation and Development) Act,
2016 (RERA), with a special focus on the state of Gujarat along with Case Laws from all other States (incl. RERA Authorities,
Tribunals, High Courts & Supreme Court). This book provides section-wise commentary RERA, along with the following: •
GujRERA Rules & Regulations • Orders/Circulars issued by GujRERA • Supreme Court/High Court Judgements • RERA
Appellate Tribunal/Authority Judgements • FAQs related to GujRERA This book will be helpful for all the stakeholders of the Real
Estate Industry like: • Chartered Accountants • Company Secretaries • Cost Accountants • Advocates • Engineers • Architects •
Real Estate Developers • Real Estate Agents It covers the practical aspects of the GujRERA, which will help the Real Estate
Developers and Agents for easy compliance with the RERA Law. It also covers the knowledge and practical aspects of the rights
and duties of the customers in the real estate sector. The Present Publication is the Latest Edition, authored by CA Mahadev Birla,
Adv. (CA) Nipun P. Singhvi, CS Richa Birla, & Adv. Vishal J. Dave, updated till August 2021, with the following noteworthy
features: · [Encyclopedia of Gujarat RERA] covering all the Rules, Regulations, Forms, Circulars, Order, Case Law, etc., in
reference to the relevant provision of RERA. • [Rights & Duties of Builders, Brokers & Buyers] are explained in this book •
[Commentary along with Case Laws] on the Real Estate (Regulation and Development) Act, 2016, along with Case Laws from
across India including: ? The Supreme Court ? High Courts ? RERA Appellate Tribunal ? Gujarat RERA Orders & Circulars •
[Interplay of GujRERA with other Laws] such as Consumer Protection Laws and Insolvency & Bankruptcy Code 2016 • [FAQs on
GujRERA] The detailed contents of the book are as follows: • Preliminary • Registration of Real Estate Project and Registration of
Real Estate Agents • Functions and Duties of Promoters • Rights and Duties of Allottees • The Real Estate Regulatory Authority •
Central Advisory Council • The Real Estate Appellate Tribunal • Offences, Penalties and Adjudication • Finance, Accounts, Audits
and Reports • Miscellaneous
Taxmann’s Ultimate Best-Seller for Indirect Taxes – ‘GST Ready Reckoner', is a ready referencer for all provisions of the GST
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Law covering all important topics of GST along-with relevant Case Laws, Notifications, Circulars, etc. The Present Publication is
the 15th Edition, amended by the Finance Act 2021 & updated upto 1st April 2021, authored by Mr. V.S. Datey. This book follows
the Six-Sigma approach to achieve the benchmark of ‘zero-error’. The book has been divided into 55 chapters in respect of allimportant-provisions of GST, including the following: · GST – An Overview · IGST, CGST, SGST and UTGST · Taxable Event in
GST · Supply of Goods or Services or both · Classification of Goods and Services · Value of Taxable Supply of Goods or Services
or both · Valuation Rules if value for GST not ascertainable · VAT concept and its application in GST · Input Tax Credit · Input Tax
Credit – Other Issues · Input Tax Credit when exempted as well as taxable supplies made · Input Service Distributor · Persons
liable to tax · Place of supply of goods or services or both other than exports or impacts · Place of supply in case of export or
import of goods or services or both · Exports and Imports · Special Economic Zones and EOU · Time of Supply of Goods and
Services · Reverse Charge · Exemption from GST by issue of Notification · Concession to small enterprises in GST · Construction
and Works Contract Services · Real Estate Services relating to residential and commercial apartments · TDR/FSI/Upfront amount
in long term lease in real estate transactions · Distributive Trade Services · Passenger Transport Services · Financial and related
services · Goods Transport Services · Leasing or rental services and licensing services · Software and IPR Services · Business
and production services · Job Work · Telecommunication, broadcasting and information supply · Community social, personal and
other services · Government related activities · Basic procedures in GST · Registration under GST · Tax Invoice, Credit and Debit
Notes · E-way Bill for transport of goods · Payment of taxes by cash and through input tax credit · Returns under GST ·
Assessment and Audit · Demands and recovery · Refund in GST · Powers of GST Officers · Offences and penalties · First Appeal
and revision in GST · Appeal before Appellate Tribunal · Appeals before High Court and Supreme Court · Prosecution and
compounding · Provisions relating to evidence · Electronic Commerce · Miscellaneous issues in GST · GST Compensation Cess ·
Transitory Provisions · Constitutional Background of GST Also Available · [16th Edition] of Taxmann’s GST Manual with GST Law
Guide & Digest of Landmark Rulings · [15th Edition] of Taxmann’s GST Tariff with GST Rate Reckoner · [11th Edition] of
Taxmann’s GST How to Meet Your Obligations · [3rd Edition] of Taxmann’s GST Case Laws Digest (A Section-wise Case Book
of 1,900+ Judgements)
Includes entries for maps and atlases.
Includes section "Reviews and notices of books".
Gujarati to English online translator Gujarati to English Dictionary Learn Gujarati to English with Gujarati to English Dictionary 1
Crore Words.

Gujarati to English Dictionary Learn Gujarati to English with Dictionary Gujarati to English online Translator 10000000 & 1
Crore Words: Gujarati to EnglishSagar Ganatra
Between 1955 and 1956 the Government of India passed four Hindu Law Acts to reform and codify Hindu family law.
Scholars have understood these acts as a response to growing concern about women's rights but, in a powerful rePage 2/4
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reading of their history, this book traces the origins of the Hindu law reform project to changes in the political-economy of
late colonial rule. The Hindu Family and the Emergence of Modern India considers how questions regarding family
structure, property rights and gender relations contributed to the development of representative politics, and how, in
solving these questions, India's secular and state power structures were consequently drawn into a complex and unique
relationship with Hindu law. In this comprehensive and illuminating resource for scholars and students, Newbigin
demonstrates the significance of gender and economy to the history of twentieth-century democratic government, as it
emerged in India and beyond.
Bare Act of Income Tax Act, 1961 updated upto Financial Year ending 31.03.2014.
The End-Century Edition Of The Who'S Who Of Indian Writers, Is An Invaluable Work Of Reference For Writers, Publishers,
Readers And Students Of Literary History. For Ease Of Use, The Entries Are Arranged Alphabetically By Surname Or Part Of The
Name Preferred By The Writers Themselves. A Large Number Of Cross- References Are Provided To Facilitate The Location And
Identification Of The Writers.
Towards the end of the eighteenth century, a lone pilgrim reached Gujarat and joined a small ashram in Loj. In time, his followers
not only accepted him as the leader of the ashram but also as the manifestation of deity and called him Swaminarayan. His
followers increased rapidly and today Swaminarayan Hinduism is a transnational religious movement with major centers in India,
East Africa, UK, USA, and Australasia. In a first multidisciplinary study of the movement, this volume provides new and vital
information about its history, theology, as well as its transnational development, and brings forth current academic research from
fields as diverse as the arts, architecture, sociology, and migration studies, among others. It analyses the philosophy, conduct, and
principles that guide Swaminarayan Hindus and provides a case study of the historical and social processes of adapting religious
traditions to shape new identities in response to evolving social, economic, and political changes.
Issues for 1919-47 include Who's who in India; 1948, Who's who in India and Pakistan.

Provides data on Value Added Tax/Goods and Services Tax (VAT/GST) and excise duty rates in OECD member
countries as well as an analysis of trends in consumption taxation.
The classic reference work that provides annually updated information on the countries of the world.
Civil society is often expected to rise above historical and contemporary socio-economic forces such as the neoliberal
economic policy and undertake the transformation of a stratified society to an egalitarian society conducive to democracy.
Democracy, Civil Society and Governance is an endeavour to critically examine such expectations. The book focuses on
the interplay of democracy, civil society and public policy implementation, and addresses the role of civil society in terms
of the changing nature of the economy and the condition of the working class. It highlights the reinforcement of
hegemonic value systems by the contemporary mainstream civil society as well as the role of the pro-poor civil society in
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supporting and mobilizing the disadvantaged for their rights and justice. The book also critically evaluates government
policies and their implementation in the domains of education, public health, employment, social upliftment and
environment.
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